Month Of April To Be Test For New Open House Rules

Dr. Dana Parfarnosh, dean of students, told a Dormitory Committee group last week that dorms were looking into the new Open House Rules. If the new system is successful it will be extended to all of the dwellings by the College.

New Lab Will Have Automatic Elevators
Two high speed automatic passenger elevators will be installed in the new Mechanical Engineering Laboratory by next March. It was announced by Professor Law- rence W. Plunkett, chairman of the department.

Other recreational activities included Mark Brown, Edward Benson, and Ben Bock, who had the good fortune to catch the last week of May. They maintained that one month would not be long enough for dorm residents to adjust themselves to the new regulations and enforcement system.

Parfarnosh said that dorms were given the freedom to experiment with the new rules and enforcement. He said that if dorm residents came from family members who lived at home, they could be left.

Parfarnosh assured the Committee that the Institute would not be too strict in enforcing the new rules and regulations. It was important that dorms be encouraged to experiment with the new rules and regulations.

Parfarnosh called dorm students who are interested in their neighbors' and the dorm residents' well-being.

In the near future the Dormitory Committee will pass a five-page regulation that deals with the rules and regulations of the dormitories. The regulation, called the "dorm regulations," has been written up for the dormitory rules. The regulation is designed to give the dormitory residents a sense of security and to encourage them to be more responsible.

The appointment of Dr. Macmillan as professor of electrical engineering was announced last week by Dr. Thomas K. C. S. Whipple, chairman of the department.

Nuclear Engineer Named New Prof.
The appointment of Dr. Macmillan as professor of electrical engineering was announced last week by Dr. Thomas K. C. S. Whipple, chairman of the department.

The new device, of which an assembly is now being built and tested at the Institute, consists of a million tiny cells arranged in ordered rows in a small box. For example, "the cube might be 22 cells long, 22 wide, and 22 high," Dr. Macmillan said. Also, the engineering studies being carried on for the A.D. are important.

"Roosevelt Letters" Tech's First Historical Research
The Institute's entry into the field of historical research will be unique cooperative project with the Library of Congress. The "Roosevelt Mem- orial Association" will be formed next month by publication of the first volume of the letters of Theodore Roosevelt.

The joint project of the Roosevelt Memorial Association will be formed next month by publication of the first volume of the letters of Theodore Roosevelt. The Roosevelt Memorial Association will be formed next month by publication of the first volume of the letters of Theodore Roosevelt. The project will be a cooperative venture with the Library of Congress.
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS

APRIL 4 TO APRIL 10, 1951

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 4

Technology Maitren. April Tea. Exhibition of paintings by members. Room 2-335, 4:00 p.m.


Building Engineering and Construction Department. Lecture on Plywood. Mr. Thomas Perry, Consultant on Plywood. Room 3-270, 5:00 p.m. Ladies invited.

THURSDAY, APRIL 5

Catholic Club. Weekly class in Philosophy of Catholic Education. Room 2-135, 1:00 p.m.

Physics Department. Colloquium: "Recent Studies of Electron Collision Cross Sections at Low Energies." Dr. Stoner, G. B., Room 4-221, 4:10 p.m.

Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship. "Missions and the Current World Situation." Ware West Lounge, 8:00 p.m.

Friday, April 6

Building Engineering and Construction Department. Lecture on Plywood. Mr. Thomas Perry, Consultant on Plywood. Room 2-370, 9:00 a.m.

Mechanical Engineering. Seminar: "Interferometric Investigation of the Flow through the Steam Turbine Nozzle Cascade," Charles R. Foutak. Room 2-370, 4:00 p.m. Coffee in Room 1-310 from 3:30 to 4:10 p.m.

Economics and Social Science and Mathematics Departments. Lecture: "An Economic Theorem in Requiem Theory," Professor J. R. W. Withford. Columbia University, Room 2-131, 4:00 p.m.


SATURDAY, APRIL 7

Lacrosse Team. Game with Boston College Team. Briggs Field, 2:00 p.m.

SUNDAY, APRIL 8

Lewill Institute Cooperative Broadcasting Council. SCIENCE ON TVIL, "Intramural Sports," for Bishop's Column. Columbia University, 9:00 p.m.

Lawn Tennis Team. Match with Harvard. Harvard University, 4:00 p.m.

School of Humanities and Social Studies and Lecture Series Committee. Sixth in a series of lectures on THE WORLD AND YOU. Subject: "The Men of Race in American World Politics," Speaker: John Hope Franklin, Professor of History at Harvard University, Interlocutor: Dr. Charles W. Eliot. Room 10-207, 4:00 p.m.

MONDAY, APRIL 9

Technology Matrons. The Book Club. At the home of Mrs. Arthur C. Cope, 210 Clifton Street, Belmont, 3:00 p.m.

School of Humanities and Social Studies and Lecture Series Committee. Sixth in a series of lectures on THE WORLD AND YOU. Subject: "The Men of Race in American World Politics," Speaker: John Hope Franklin, Professor of History at Harvard University, Interlocutor: Dr. Charles W. Eliot. Room 10-207, 4:00 p.m.

SUNDAY, APRIL 8

Lawn Tennis Team. Match with Harvard. Harvard University, 4:00 p.m.

School of Humanities and Social Studies and Lecture Series Committee. Sixth in a series of lectures on THE WORLD AND YOU. Subject: "The Men of Race in American World Politics," Speaker: John Hope Franklin, Professor of History at Harvard University, Interlocutor: Dr. Charles W. Eliot. Room 10-207, 4:00 p.m.

TUESDAY, APRIL 10

Biology Department. Symposium: "Field Meloponcraccharides in Tropical Growth." Dr. Kendra A. Baisa. Rotina Foundation. Room 10-275, 4:00 p.m.

Christian Science Organization. Meeting: "Examining Ourselves." Ware West Lounge, 5:15 p.m.

EXHIBITIONS

An exhibit of objects by Allen Ayers will be on display in the Lobby of the Building July 1 through April 4, 1951.

An exhibition of Medieval and Renaissance Worlds will be shown in the Exhibition Salons on the Lobby level from March 25, 1951, through April 22, 1951.

An exhibition of Textiles by Anni Albers will be on display in the Exhibit Salon on the First Floor Level. It will be open daily from 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.

PHOTOGRAPHIC SERVICE

Photographic Sales prints by Allan L. Horvath of Dayton, Ohio. Photographic Service Galray, Basement of Building 11 from April 1 to April 14, 1951.
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NOBODY ASKED ME BUT . . .

By GLI STEINBERG

Well, here we are again, hourly and late, even after a vacation. Seems as if it’s a policy of the sports department that the sports editor has to risk what little reputation he has by predicating the September Major League standings in April. Far be it from me to besmirch an old tradition, therefore I present the following listings, clip this attached coupon and I will send you a grain of salt, postpaid.

American League

Boston Red Sox

New York Giants

Brooklyn Dodgers

St. Louis Cardinals

Philadelphia Phillies

Pittsburgh Pirates

Chicago Cubs

Cincinnati Reds

St. Louis Browns

If any one has any comment on these predictions he can find me quietly munching the Great Court grass any evening at six.

Cheerios and zip pops will float down the fragrant Charles River on April 19 when the Cambridge crew (England of course) meets the Harvard, Boston University and an unnamed small school aggregation from down the river a piece. It should be a jolly fine sporting contest. Bring your girls, your guys, your binoculars, and your stopwatch and watch the British boys try to justify the Marshall Plan.

G. L. FROST CO., INC.,

AUTOMOBILE BODY REPAIRING & REFINISHING

F. E. PERKINS

31 LANDSWORTH STREET

CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

The official schedule is as follows:


April 14--M.I.T., Harvard--Tentative plans are being made to send the Light Varsity to race Yale on the 16th of April. Nothing definite has been decided as yet due to lack of funds. However, this would be an excellent idea for the school’s benefit as well as the crew’s. The light varsity hasn’t raced away in several years.

Promotions

(Continued from Page 1)

Manager: and William W. Dunn, St. Associate Editor.

The following freshmen were named to the Student-Faculty Committee: Michael A. Boylan, Marilyn Fraser, Anthony R. Ginsburg, Seymour Grossman, Dean L. Jacoby, Whitman A. Richards, Charles L. Riley, Jr., Jerome F. Waye.

"We have to cater to a little - but he never forgets the Angostura" is a Manhattan.

ANACISSTOSA

MAKES BETTER DRINKS

* P.S. It’s not just Manhattan that get their subtle essences from Angostura, but Old Fashioned and whiskey-drinks taste incomparably without it.

NORTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF LAW

Admits Men and Women

Day, Evening and Graduate Programs

Registration - Sept. 4-10, 1951

Early application is necessary

Phone 4-9100

Boston R. Box
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NOTICES

A.J.Ch.E.
The Boston section of the American Institute of Chemical Engineers will hold a technical symposium on April 15. The subject will be "The Engineer in Management." Reservations for the symposium or a combined symposium-lecture may be made by mailing a postcard to Laurent Michel, Godfrey L. Cabot, Inc., 49 Bond Street, Boston 11.

SCHOLARSHIP

Robert A. Naber, '52, has been awarded a 2,000 scholarship for use in his senior year by the Rupple Sigma fraternity. This scholarship is one of thirty awarded each year under competitive rules.

Open House (Continued from Page 1)
Committees members expressed the opinion that the first few violators will probably receive the maximum punishment—rejection from the homes—to serve as examples.

Sailing (Continued from Page 3)
Strange teams, boats, and entries. The weather allowed them no practice runs at all and their sailing improvement led their opponents to believe that with practice they would have had a real fight on their hands.

Lecture

Professor J. W. Webley of Columbia University will speak on "An Elastic Theorem in Renewal Theory" on Friday, April 6 in Room 2-33 at 3:30 p.m. under the sponsorship of the Departments of Economics and Social Sciences and Mathematics.

Foreign Study Grants
Two new fellowship opportunities for American graduate students for study in West Germany during the academic year November 1, 1951-July 31, 1952 have been announced by the Institute of International Education, 2 West 44th St., New York City. Applicants should present proof of American citizenship, demonstrated academic ability and capacity for independent study, a Bachelor's degree by November 1, 1951, a good knowledge of German, good moral character, personality, adaptability, and good health. The Institute will receive applications up to May 10.

Civil Service Post
A new civil service examination has been announced for ornithological interns in the science and engineering to fill positions paying $4,100 a year in various field laboratories and stations of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.

Full information and application forms may be obtained from the nearest Civil Service regional offices, or from the United States Civil Service Commission.

Like Thousands of America's Students—Make This Mildness Test Yourself and Get WHAT EVERY SMOKER WANTS

Chesterfield

Over 1500 Prominent Tobacco Growers Say:
"When I apply the standard tobacco growers' test to cigarettes I find Chesterfield is the one that smells milder and smokes milder."

A Well-Known Industrial Research Organization Reports:
"Chesterfield is the only cigarette in which members of our taste panel found no unpleasant after-taste."

Always Buy Chesterfield

Mildness Plus NO UNPLEASANT AFTER-TASTE

Open Em

STARCHFIELD

Tobacco Grown in the USA

LEADING SELLER IN AMERICA'S COLLEGES

Pmmary 1961. Reprinted with permission from "CHESTERFIELD".